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HIGH ENERGY SCATTERING AND AdS/CFT�Romuald A. JanikThe Niels Bohr InstituteBlegdamsvej 17, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmarkand M. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Craow, Polande-mail:janik�nbi.dk(Reeived November 11, 2001)In this talk we desribe the appliation of the AdS/CFT orrespon-dene for a on�ning bakground to the study of high energy satteringamplitudes in gauge theory. We relate the energy behaviour of satteringamplitudes to properties of minimal surfaes of the helioidal type. We de-sribe the results of hep-th/0003059 and hep-th/0010069 for amplitudeswith vauum quantum number exhange and, very brie�y, hep-th/0110024on the extension of this formalism to Reggeon exhange.PACS numbers: 12.38.Lg, 11.10.Kk, 11.25.Sq1. IntrodutionIt is well known that high energy sattering amplitudes with small mo-mentum transfer (more preisely t=s ! 0) are phenomenologially well de-sribed by the exhange of Regge poles (see e.g. [1℄). The dominant ontri-bution to sattering proesses with no exhange of quantum numbers is theexhange of the Pomeron. These amplitudes behave like s1:08+0:25t. Otherproesses, involving the exhange of a Reggeon, have a di�erent behaviourof the type s0:5+1t. The theoretial desription of suh proesses from �rstpriniples remains a formidable hallenge, as it is of an inherently nonper-turbative harater. In this talk we will desribe an approah developedin [2�6℄ whih uses the AdS/CFT orrespondene.The AdS/CFT orrespondene [7,8℄ was �rst proposed as an equivalenebetween N = 4 supersymmetri gauge theory and type IIB string theoryin a urved AdS5�S5 bakground. The statement that the two theories are� Presented at the XLI Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, PolandJune 2�11, 2001. (4105)



4106 R.A. Janikindeed equivalent means that all (gauge-invariant) observables in the SYMshould be alulable in the string theory language. At least for some ob-servables like Wilson loops suh presriptions are available (but there is nodiret proof up till now). The utility of this orrespondene for nonperturba-tive alulations in gauge theory omes from the fat that alulations donefor large 't Hooft oupling (� = g2YMN) are translated into (semi-)lassialalulations on the string theory side.The original version of the AdS/CFT orrespondene involved a on-formal supersymmetri gauge theory, but later it was generalized to otherases inluding on�ning theories. We will use one suh version to study theinterplay between on�nement and properties of soft high energy satteringamplitudes. Our result should be, however, quite generi.Finally let us mention that other approahes to the desription of thenonperturbative sattering physis exist and use various models of the non-perturbative vauum like the instanton vauum [9,10℄ and Stohasti Va-uum Model [11, 12℄.The outline of this talk is as follows. In Setion 2 we will desribe thebasi features of the AdS/CFT orrepondene, in Setion 3 we will state theappropriate formulation of sattering amplitudes in gauge theories whih is aonvenient starting point for performing the alulation using the AdS/CFTorrespondene. Then we will move on to evaluate the lassial ontribu-tion to the sattering amplitude whih is determined, in this framework, bysolving a minimal surfae problem. In Setion 6 we will evaluate the ontri-bution of quadrati �utuations and show how it gives rise to a shift of theinterept. In Setion 7 we give a brief disussion of Reggeon exhange. Welose the paper with a summary and outlook.2. The AdS/CFT orrespondeneThe AdS/CFT orrespondene was disovered by Maldaena [7℄, whoonjetured that two seemingly unrelated theories, namely N = 4 SYMgauge theory and type IIB string theory in an AdS5�S5 spae are in fatompletely equivalent. This statement gives a very onrete realization ofthe old hope that gauge theories an be desribed by string theory in thelarge N limit. The novel feature is the fat that strings of the dual stringtheory live in 10 dimensions, the geometry of whih is moreover urved.These extra dimensions ould be roughly understood as some parameterspae for some (unspei�ed at the moment) semilassial �eld on�gurationsin gauge theory. An example of suh an interpretation is the identi�ationof instantons in N = 4 SYM with D(�1) string instantons (whih are pointsin AdS5�S5). The 5th oordinate of these points represents the size of theinstanton in N = 4 SYM [13℄. So the string theory side of the AdS/CFT



High Energy Sattering and AdS/CFT 4107orrespondene an be thought of to be a onvenient and very nontrivialhoie of degrees of freedom in the original gauge theory espeially suited tostudying properties at large gauge oupling (see below).A di�erene with the old `e�etive string' piture of QCD is that this or-respondene is thought to be exat and not only valid in the IR. The variousproperties of di�erent gauge theories are enoded in di�ering bakgroundgeometries for the string theory.The utility of the AdS/CFT orrespondene lies in the fat that whenthe gauge oupling (g2YMN) is large, gravity (in the 10D string bakgroundgeometry � this has nothing to do with real world gravity!) beomes weakand (semi-)lassial methods in string theory beome appliable.As it was already mentioned, the orrespondene was later extendedto di�erent gauge theories, some of whih were on�ning. Although anexat ounterpart for QCD is unknown, we will perform the alulationsin a spei� on�ning bakground and argue that the main features of ourapproximation sheme are generi and do not depend on the very detailedproperties of the bakground geometry.Before we proeed let us brie�y reall the way in whih the AdS/CFTorrespondene arose. The idea is to onstrut a gauge theory from stringtheory and to look at this same onstrution from two perspetives, eah ofwhih an be thought of to give a di�erent piture of the same underlyingtheory. These two points of view beome just the two sides of the AdS/CFTorrespondene.The �rst path to gauge theory is to onsider N oinident D3 branesin �at 10D spae. The D3 branes are nonperturbative objets in type IIBstring theory. They are 4-dimensional hypersurfaes on whih open stringsmay end. The massless exitations of these open strings form the multiplet ofN = 4 gauge theory. In addition there are massive exitations with the masssale set by m2 / 1=�0. When one takes the �0 ! 0 limit, these additionalstates will deouple and one will be left with just the gauge theory (and anoninterating �at 10D bulk theory).Let us now take into aount that the D3 branes are massive and hargedobjets. Therefore a stak of N D3 branes will urve spaetime and gen-erate some metri for the losed strings. After an appropriate resaling ofoordinates one then performs the same �0 ! 0 limit as before. The resultis the AdS5� S5 bakground for losed strings. Sine this should be exatlythe same system as before one is led to the AdS/CFT orrespondene.2.1. Wilson loopsAs an example of using the AdS/CFT orrespondene let us reall thepresription for alulating the expetation values of Wilson loops. We willuse it later for evaluating sattering amplitudes.



4108 R.A. JanikThe generi feature of the 10D dual geometries is that they posses a wellde�ned boundary. The presription for alulating hW (C)i is to plae theontour C on the boundary, and onsider the partition funtion of strings inthe AdS bulk whih are spanned on C [14℄:hW (C)i � Z��=C DXAe� 12��0 Sstring(�) ; (1)where � is the string worldsheet de�ned by the bosoni �elds XA, A = 0:9(here we suppressed the fermioni partners), Sstring is the string ation. 1=�0typially involvesqg2YMN , so at large gauge oupling the partition funtionis saturated by the string worldsheet spanned on C whose surfae is minimal:hW (C)i � Flutuations (C) � e� 12��0Area (�minimal) : (2)We will now illustrate this presription with a alulation of the stati q�qpotential in the ase of (a) the onformal N = 4 theory and (b) a on�ningtheory.2.1.1. N = 4 SYM theoryIn this ase the bakground geometry is pure AdS5�S5:ds2 = dz2z2 + dx�dx�z2 + d
5 : (3)The boundary is at z = 0. The problem of alulating the potential boilsdown to �nding hW (T �R)i with T ! 1. Thus we have to put the twolines separated by R on the boundary at z = 0. Due to the fators of 1=z2,we see that in order to minimise distanes (and hene the area), it pays toinrease z and go into the bulk, as far from the boundary as possible. Theresulting minimal surfae in the bulk was found in [14℄ and the (regularized)area was evaluated to yield:hW (T �R)i � e 4�2p2g2YMN� (1=4)2 TR ; (4)where we expressed all string-theoreti parameters in terms of the gaugeoupling. In these alulations one always subtrats a divergene due tosingularity of the metri near the boundary [14, 15℄.We note that despite the fat that we have a string piture of a Wilsonloop we obtained a Coulombi potential. This is beause of the nontrivialurved geometry of the string bakground.



High Energy Sattering and AdS/CFT 41092.1.2. Con�ning blak hole bakgroundThe �rst and simplest bakground for a on�ning theory was proposedby Witten in [16℄. The metri has the form:ds2 = 169 1z2=3(1� (z=R0)4) dz2z2 + ���dx�dx�z2 + : : : ; (5)where R0 is the sale of the horizon and : : : represent additional dimensionswhih do not play any role for the problem at hand. Again it pays toinrease z as muh as possible, but now the range of possible z is limitedby the horizon radius R0. We, therefore, have two qualitatively di�erentregimes. When the size of the Wilson loop W (C) � W (T � R) is greaterthan R0, the minimal surfae will rise up to the horizon and then will extendat a �xed value of z�xed lose to R0 (see Fig. 1). The area of this minimalsurfae will be proportional to the area of C, sine it is measured in thee�etively �at metri ds2 = 1z2�xed dx�dx� : (6)Therefore, we have hW (T �R)i � e� 12��0e� TR ; (7)where we absorbed all the sale fators in the e�etive string tension. Wesee that in this regime the details of the metri (powers/oe�ients) do notmatter and we expet a large degree of universality.
HORIZON

BoundaryFig. 1. Stati q�q potential using the blak hole geometry.On the other hand when the size of C is small ompared to R0, theminimal surfae problem will depend very muh on the struture of themetri for small z (f. the smaller loop in Fig. 1), and, therefore, it willdepend on the detailed nature of the gauge theory.



4110 R.A. Janik2.1.3. FlutuationsIn the above examples we inluded just the ation of the lassial solutionof the equations of motion for the string (the minimal surfae equations). Itis often interesting to go further, and alulate the ontribution of quadrati�utuations around this solution. In general this is a very di�ult problem,so we will now state the result for the on�ning blak hole bakground inthe �at spae approximation. The answer in �at spae is [17�20℄Flutuations (T �R) � (det�)�n?2 = en?� �24 � TR ; (8)where det� is the determinant of the Laplaian with Dirihlet boundaryonditions, and n? is the e�etive number of massless transverse degrees offreedom for the string. For the superstring in the blak hole bakgroundthe expeted number is n? = 7 [21℄ (see Setion 6). The ontribution (8)is alled the Lüsher term and gives a Coulombi orretion to the linearon�ning potential. It is independent of the string tension, and in fat quiteuniversal, in the sense of being independent of most of the details of thespei� string theory.3. Gauge-theoreti sattering amplitudesIn this setion we will rewrite sattering amplitudes in gauge theory ina form adapted to alulation using the tehniques of the AdS/CFT orre-spondene.It is onvenient to onsider sattering amplitudes in impat parameterspae whih are de�ned throughA(s; t) = is2� Z d2l eiq�l ~A(s; L = jlj) : (9)Sine we want to study soft proesses with small momentum transfer (and noexhange of quantum numbers), we may use the eikonal approximation [12℄.In this approximation the impat parameter q�q sattering amplitude is givenby a orrelation funtion of two Wilson lines whih follow lassial straightline trajetories (see Fig. 2):A(s; L) = DeiRL1AeiRL2AE : (10)This expression su�ers from two drawbaks. It is IR divergent and it is notgauge invariant. The �rst property requires us to work with an IR ut o�i.e. a �nite temporal length T of the lines. In addition we also have to add agauge onnetor between the end points in order to obtain a gauge invariantquantity. Alternatively we may hoose to work with a gauge invariant and
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the Wilson lines in Eulidean spae.IR �nite amplitude for the sattering of two q�q pairs. Then the lines in (10)are replaed by Wilson loops, losed at in�nity by mesoni wave funtions.The latter quantity has a very lear physial signi�ane, however, it ismore di�ult to alulate. Therefore, we will onentrate on the q�q satter-ing with an expliit IR ut-o�. In the ontext of a on�ning theory whihwe will onsider, suh an IR ut-o� may have a diret physial signi�aneas a sale on whih olour strings start to break. Another argument infavour of studying this simpler situation is that a variational treatment ofthe sattering of two q�q pairs in the same framework [3℄, essentially leads toa superposition of q�q satterings with small IR ut-o� T .It will turn out to be onvenient to perform one more reformulation ofthe problem and to go to Eulidean signature. There we will alulate theorrelation funtion of the lines as a funtion of the relative angle �, stayingwithin Eulidean gauge theory. The result A(�; L) will then be ontinuedbak to Minkowski spae using the substitutions� �! �i� � �i log s ; T ! iT : (11)The above proedure was �rst used within the eikonal approximation inperturbative QED and QCD in [22℄.Sine the sattering amplitude is expressed as a orrelation funtion oftwo Wilson lines, we may apply now the methods of the AdS/CFT orre-spondene in a on�ning bakground to alulate it.



4112 R.A. Janik4. The evaluation of sattering amplitudesLet us now evaluate the orrelation funtion of two Wilson lines inlinedat an angle � and separated by a transverse distane L. To this end, fol-lowing the presription of Setion 2, we have to plae the two lines on theboundary and �nd the minimal surfae in the blak hole geometry. Againtwo regimes will appear, depending on the relation of the impat parameterto the on�nement sale R0. When the impat parameter is su�iently largethe same arguments should apply as for the study of the on�ning potential:the minimal surfae problem is essentially transported up to the horizonz � R0, where the minimization ours in �at spae. This is the ase thatwe are going to study. We thus have to �nd a minimal surfae in �at spaebetween two lines at an angle.5. Minimal surfaeThe appropriate minimal surfae is indeed well known � it is the heli-oid. It an be parametrised byt = � os p� ; (12)y = � sin p� ; (13)x = � ; (14)where � = �T : : : T , � = �L=2 : : : L=2 and p = �=L. Aording to theAdS/CFT presription the orrelation funtion is equal toe� 12��0e� Area = e� 12��0e� R d�d�pdet gab ; (15)where gab = �aX��bX� is the indued metri. The expliit formula for thearea is [3℄Area = Z d�d�pdet gab = L=2Z�L=2 d� TZ�T d�p1 + p2�2 (16)= L=2Z�L=2 d� �Tp1 + p2T 2 + 1p log�pT +p1 + p2T 2�� : (17)In order to obtain the sattering amplitude we have to perform analytialontinuation to Minkowski spae. A naive ontinuation would give a resultwhih is a pure phase. However, we see that the formula for the area involvesa logarithm whih has a ut in the omplex plane. A priori we annot



High Energy Sattering and AdS/CFT 4113rule out the possibility of moving onto a di�erent sheet of the logarithmwhen doing the analytial ontinuation, espeially as we are dealing with aninherently nonperturbative Eulidean orrelation funtion. It is thereforeinteresting to explore the physial onsequenes of moving to a di�erentRiemann sheet. Consequently we have to perform the substitutionlog(: : :) �! log(: : :)� 2�in (18)with n being some integer number. Under this transformation, the amplitudegets a ontribution: e 12��0e� L2� 2�in �! e� 1�0e� L2log sn (19)whih is independent of the IR ut-o� T . In the following we will negletthe T dependent terms assuming that T is small (some justi�ation for thisassumption was given in [3℄). After Fourier transform we obtain an inelastiamplitude with a linear Regge trajetory:(prefator) � s1+�0e�4 t : (20)The prefator here inludes a log s, further suh ontributions may omefrom �0 orretions. In the following we onentrate on the dominant termswhih give rise to a power-like s� behaviour.An interesting feature of this result is that the linear slope arose throughthe analyti struture of the helioid area. Moreover, the slope �0e�=4 har-ateristi of soft Pomeron exhange appeared in a natural way1.In the next setion we will see that quadrati �utuations of the stringworldsheet around the helioidal minimal surfae give rise to a shift of theinterept. 6. FlutuationsIn order to perform the alulation of the ontribution of the quadrati�utuations we have to deompose the �elds:XA(�; �) = XAhelioid(�; �) + xA(�; �) (21)and expand the string ation to seond order in xA(�; �). We assume, asis the ase for string theories arising in the AdS/CFT orrespondene, thatthe ation for quadrati �utuations is just the Polyakov ation.1 In the blak hole bakground �0e� is a free parameter, but it is diretly linked to thestati q�q potential. Hene we may take the phenomenologial value of QCD stringtension as de�ning �0e� .



4114 R.A. JanikIn order to simplify the alulation [4℄, it is onvenient to hange theparametrisation of the helioid and replae the variable � in (12)�(14) by� = 1p log(p� +p1 + p2�2) : (22)The advantage of doing this is that the indued metri on the helioid w.r.tthe variables �, � is onformally �at i.e.gab = (osh2 p�) Æab : (23)Therefore, sine string theory in the AdS bakground is ritial, we mayperform the alulation for the onformally equivalent �at metri gab = Æab.The path integral with the Polyakov ation gives(det�)�D�22 � (det�)�n?2 ; (24)where det� is the determinant of the Laplaian operator, with Dirihletboundary onditions, on the retangle de�ned by the range of variation of �and �. D is the number of massless modes (typially the dimension of spaetime in whih the string theory lives i.e. 10 for the superstring) while the �2stands for the ontribution of the ghosts. In the AdS blak hole bakground,the e�etive number of transverse massless modes is n? = 10 � 2 � 1 = 7.The additional subtration of �1 omes from the fat that due to the urvedharater of the metri one bosoni mode beomes massive [21℄. For ordinarysuperstring theory in �at 10 dimensions, we would have to inlude also theontribution of worldsheet fermions whih would exatly anel the bosonione. However, as was argued in [21℄, due to the appearane of a nonvanishingRamond�Ramond bakground �eld in the AdS blak hole geometry, all thefermions beome massive and thus give subleading ontributions.The determinant of the Laplaian in (24) has to be alulated for aretangle of size a� b wherea = L ; (25)b = 2L� log �pT +p1 + p2T� : (26)This determinant an be evaluated using � funtion regularisation in a al-ulation equivalent to the Lüsher term omputation (f. (8)), and for highenergies we obtain [4℄Flutuations = exp�n? �24 ab� = exp0�n? �24 �2 log �pT +p1 + p2T 2�1A :(27)



High Energy Sattering and AdS/CFT 4115Here we kept the piee whih dominates after ontinuation to Minkowskispae (then a=b = O(log s)� 1).We now have to perform the same analytial ontinuation to Minkowskispae as we did for the area in the preeding setion. Namely, we let log!log�2�in. Furthermore, we neglet the logarithmi T dependent terms.The outome is Flutuations = en?96 log s = sn?96 : (28)Putting together the above result and the ontribution obtained in theprevious setion we obtain �nally for the trajetory(prefators) � s1+n?96 +�0e�4 t : (29)The values for n? suggested by the AdS/CFT orrespondene would givean interept of 1:073 (or 1.083 for n? = 8), very lose to the observed softPomeron interept of 1.08. The phenomenologial value of �0e� extratedfrom the stati quark-antiquark potential is �0e� � 0:9GeV�2. This givesthe slope 0:225 in omparison with the observed one of 0:25.7. Reggeon exhangeIt is interesting to see, whether in the same framework one an obtainan analogous desription of Reggeon exhange, whih should dominate forproesses with an exhange of quantum numbers in the t hannel. Theproblem is interesting as phenomenologially Reggeon trajetories are quitedi�erent from the one of the Pomeron. The slope is four times larger, whilethe dominant interepts are around 0.5 (they depend on the trajetory)instead of 1.08. The Reggeon amplitudes typially behave like s0:5+�0e� t.We will now brie�y relate the relevant results of [5℄. Sine Reggeonexhange always involves an exhange of quarks in the t hannel (see theshemati spaetime piture of the proess in Fig. 3), the eikonal approxi-mation whih allowed to express the sattering amplitude as a orrelationfuntion of Wilson lines, is no longer valid. The approah used in [5℄ uses theworldline formalism whih expresses the fermioni propagator in an externalgauge �eld A as a path integral over quark trajetories [23�26℄:S(x; yjA) = Z Dx�(�) e�m�Length � fSpin Fatorg � ei Rtrajetory A ; (30)where the fSpin Fatorg keeps trak of the spin 1/2 nature of the quarks.In the above expression the olour and spin parts do fatorise, whih isvery onvenient for alulations using various models of the nonperturbativegluoni vauum.
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tFig. 3. Spaetime piture of a meson-meson sattering proess mediated by Reggeonexhange. The impat parameter axis is perpendiular to the longitudinal t � yplane.In [5℄ we used the expressions (30) for the exhanged quarks and eikonalapproximation for the spetator quarks. The gauge �eld dependent partbeame a Wilson loop expetation value, whih was alulated using theAdS/CFT orrespondene. The result again involved the helioid (assumingthat the exhanged quarks were light). At this stage one obtains an e�etiveation for the trajetories of the exhanged quarks. Finally, we performedthis remaining path integral over the trajetories of the exhanged quarks(now onstrained to lie on the helioid) by saturating it with the lassialsaddle point solution.The resulting saddle point was imaginary leading to (i) an inelasti am-plitude, and (ii) a linear Regge slope �0e� t. The ontribution of the spinfators gave a 1=s suppression so at this stage the energy dependene of theReggeon exhange amplitude wass0+�0e� t : (31)When we inlude the ontribution of the �utuations of the string worldsheetaround the helioid, and ontinue analytially this expression to the saddlepoint on�guration we obtain a shift of the interept by n?=24. The �nalresult is thus: s0+n?24 +�0e� t : (32)We note that within this framework, we obtain the fator of 4 between theslopes of the Reggeon and the `Pomeron'-like trajetories. The interept ofthe Reggeon is also four times larger than the di�erene �Pomeron(0)� 1.



High Energy Sattering and AdS/CFT 41178. DisussionIn this paper we desribed the appliation of the AdS/CFT orrespon-dene to the study of high energy sattering amplitudes in the Regge limit.In the eikonal approximation these amplitudes were redued to the evalua-tion of a Wilson loop orrelation funtion. Using the AdS/CFT orrespon-dene for a on�ning theory this redued the problem to studying propertiesof minimal surfaes of the helioidal type. The linear slope of the Reggetrajetory arose when making analytial ontinuation from Eulidean toMinkowski spae [3℄, while a shift of the interept appeared after inludingthe ontribution of quadrati �utuations of the string worldsheet aroundthe helioid [4℄. The resulting trajetory is very lose to the experimentallyobserved soft Pomeron trajetory.In the above approah it was ruial that we onsidered a theory withon�nement, whih in the setting of the blak hole bakground allows one touse a �at spae approximation for solving the minimal surfae problems. Forsmaller impat parameters, where on�nement is not important the resultingformulas would be quite di�erent and would also depend on the spei� typeof gauge theory onsidered (whih would translate to di�erent properties ofthe metri near the boundary).Finally we brie�y reported on the work of [5℄ where amplitudes withReggeon exhange were onsidered. These sattering proesses involve anexhange of a quark-antiquark pair in the t hannel and thus neessarilyrequire going beyond the eikonal approximation. In order to overomethis di�ulty we used the worldline formalism whih expresses (Eulidean)fermioni propagators in a bakground gauge �eld as a path integral overquark trajetories. The averaging over gauge �elds was done using againAdS/CFT orrespondene and helioidal minimal surfaes. The remainingpath integral was done by saddle point leading to an inelasti amplitudewith a linear Regge trajetory with four times larger slope than the one forthe Pomeron. Flutuations led to an interept of the order of 0.33. Thisinterept is lower than the dominant interepts observed experimentally. Apossible reason for this disrepany was our assumption that the exhangedquark trajetories do not deform the helioid minimal surfae. In additionwe did not evaluate �utuations of the boundaries of the helioid. Due tohigh nonlinearity it is di�ult to estimate whether this may or may notmodify the interept.It seems that the framework of AdS/CFT orrespondene is very onve-nient to study the interplay of soft sattering amplitudes and on�nement.The familiar Regge trajetories arise here in a nonstandard manner throughthe properties of the helioid minimal surfae. In addition two types ofRegge trajetories appear naturally, orresponding qualitatively (and partly
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